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Abstract
Programs that aim to control vector-borne zoonotic diseases require information on zoonotic hosts 
and on the feeding behavior of bridging vectors that are capable of transmitting pathogens from 
those hosts to humans. Here we describe an assay developed to identify bloodmeals in field-
collected cat fleas (Ctenocephalides felis Bouché) to assess this species’ potential role as a 
Yersinia pestis bridging vector in a plague-endemic region of Uganda. Our assay uses a single 
primer set and SYBR Green I-based real-time polymerase chain reaction to amplify a segment of 
the 12S mitochondrial ribosomal RNA gene for identification by sequencing. The assay capitalizes 
on the sensitivity of real-time polymerase chain reaction and the specificity of sequencing and can 
be used to differentiate vertebrate bloodmeals to the genus or species level without a priori 
knowledge of the host community. Because real-time assays that detect vertebrate DNA are highly 
sensitive to human DNA contamination, we analyzed detection in artificially fed and unfed fleas 
to establish a Ct cutoff that optimized specificity without completely sacrificing sensitivity. Using 
the established cutoff, our assay detected human, rat, and goat DNA in artificially fed C. felis up to 
72 h postfeeding.
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Programs that aim to control vector-borne zoonotic diseases require information on zoonotic 
hosts and on the feeding behavior of bridging vectors capable of transmitting pathogens 
from those hosts to humans (Gratz 1999, Kirstein and Gray 1999, Kilpatrick et al. 2005, 
Steuber et al. 2005). To better understand the feeding behavior of bridging vector species, 
researchers have developed various methodologies to identify bloodmeals in hematophagous 
arthropods.
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For decades, researchers relied on serologic techniques, including precipitin tests, passive 
hemagglutination inhibition tests, and enzyme linked immunosorbent assays, to identify 
bloodmeals in arthropod vectors (Tempelis 1975, Washino and Tempelis 1983, Pant et al. 
1987). These antigen-based methods have provided invaluable insights into the feeding 
behavior of many disease vectors, but they require the production of antisera against each 
potential bloodmeal source (Washino and Tempelis 1983). Serologic tests thus require a 
priori knowledge of the host community; they cannot detect “unpredicted” hosts. In 
addition, their specificity is limited by the potential for cross-reactivity between related 
animal antisera (Rurangirwa et al. 1986, Van den Hurk et al. 2007).
Over the last two decades, researchers have adapted polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based 
techniques to identify arthropod bloodmeals. These assays have been used to identify 
bloodmeal sources from a variety of disease vectors, including mosquitoes (Chow–Shaffer 
et al. 2000, Kent and Norris 2005), ticks (Humair et al. 2007), sand flies (Haouas et al. 
2007), tsetse flies (Steuber et al. 2005), kissing bugs (Mota et al. 2007), biting midges 
(Bartsch et al. 2009), and fleas (Woods et al. 2009, Franklin et al. 2010). Molecular methods 
for bloodmeal identification include amplification and analysis of microsatellites, 
minisatellites, short and long interspersed elements, heteroduplex analysis, reverse line-blot 
hybridization, restriction fragment length polymorphism, and terminal restriction fragment-
length polymorphism analysis (Mukabana et al. 2002a, Pizarro and Stevens 2008, Kent 
2009). PCR-based assays can be more specific than serologic tests, allowing identification to 
the species or even the individual level (Chow–Shaffer et al. 2000, Steuber et al. 2005). 
Some researchers have combined molecular methods with serologic techniques, using PCR, 
for example, to identify species that an enzyme linked immunosorbent assay cannot reliably 
detect or differentiate (Van den Hurk et al. 2007). Others have developed highly specific 
stand-alone assays using conventional PCR with species-specific primers, probes or 
restriction fragment-length polymorphism analysis (Kent and Norris 2005, Steuber et al. 
2005, Humair et al. 2007).
Real-time PCR is more sensitive than conventional PCR (Lanciotti et al. 2000). A highly 
sensitive assay is advantageous for detecting DNA from tiny bloodmeals that may be 
degraded because of digestion or storage conditions (Mukabana et al. 2002a, Kent 2009). 
Researchers have developed probe-based real-time assays to identify bloodmeals in 
mosquitoes and fleas, but this technique requires knowledge of potential host species (Van 
den Hurk et al. 2007, Woods et al. 2009). Using “universal primers” to amplify a molecular 
target from a group of species (e.g., vertebrates or mammals) and then sequencing the 
amplicon to identify the bloodmeal source allows for specific identification of both 
predicted and unpredicted hosts (Haouas et al. 2007, Kent et al. 2009). This is useful in 
situations when there is little or no data available on host abundance and diversity (Haouas 
et al. 2007). Here, we describe a SYBR Green I-based real-time PCR assay using a single 
primer set to amplify vertebrate DNA for identification by sequencing.
Our assay capitalizes on the sensitivity of real-time PCR and the specificity of sequencing. 
Like other sensitive molecular assays that amplify vertebrate DNA, real-time PCR is subject 
to human DNA contamination (Urban et al. 2000). Here, we discuss the utility of 
establishing an appropriate threshold cycle (Ct) cutoff value to dichotomize positive and 
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negative results and thus reduce the risk of false positives. Having established an appropriate 
cutoff, we tested the assay’s ability to detect vertebrate DNA in artificially fed fleas up to 98 
h postfeeding.
We developed this method specifically to identify bloodmeals in field-collected cat fleas 
(Ctenocephalides felis Bouché) to assess this species’ potential role as a bridging vector in 
the West Nile region of Uganda. Within this region, cat fleas are the predominant off-host 
species collected from human habitations, the presumed sites of human exposure to the 
plague bacterium (Eisen et al. 2008c). Previous studies have demonstrated that C. felis is a 
competent vector of Yersinia pestis (Eisen et al. 2008c). However, cat flea feeding 
preferences in this region are largely unknown. Our aim was to develop an assay that would 
allow us to determine what proportion of all cat flea bloodmeals come from small mammals 
that are susceptible to Y. pestis and might serve as a source of infection in this region, and 
what proportion of cat flea bloodmeals come from humans that could become infected by 
feeding cat fleas. We required an assay that could be used to identify bloodmeals from all 
vertebrate hosts to establish the proportion of bloodmeals that could be attributed to any 
given species. Existing bloodmeal assays were deemed inadequate to assess the role of cat 
fleas as bridging vectors because they were either not sensitive enough to detect the very 
small amounts of DNA that are often observed in field-collected fleas or unable to capture 
the wide range of potential vertebrate hosts in this region.
Materials and Methods
Primer Selection
Mitochondrial DNA is a commonly used and effective target for bloodmeal assays because 
of its high copy number and rapid rate of evolution relative to nuclear DNA (Kent 2009). 
Optimal amplicon size for real-time assays using SYBR Green I as a fluorescent reporter is 
between 75 and 200 base pairs (bp) (Bio-Rad Laboratories 2006), and the ability to detect 
partially digested bloodmeals via PCR appears to be inversely related to amplicon size 
(Kirstein and Gray 1996, Kent and Norris 2005, Davey et al. 2007). Therefore, we sought to 
identify primers that would amplify a relatively small mitochondrial gene fragment from 
vertebrates without amplifying flea DNA. Additional criteria for our molecular target 
included low intra-species variability, sufficient inter-species variability to allow for 
differentiation at the species or genus level, and minimal primer degeneracy as this increases 
the risk of mispriming and may thus generate unintended amplification products and false 
positives in SYBR Green I-based assays (Bustin et al. 2009). We found the mitochondrial 
gene encoding 12S ribosomal RNA best suited to our purposes.
Humair et al. (2007) identified two highly conserved regions flanking a variable region 
within the 12S rRNA gene. We retrieved the corresponding nucleotide sequences from the 
GenBank database for C. felis (U73741.1) and for six species believed to be potential hosts 
for C. felis in the West Nile region of Uganda: cat (Felis catus; NC_001700.1), chicken 
(Gallus gallus; NC_001323.1), human (Homo sapiens; NC_012920.1), black rat (Rattus 
rattus; AJ005780.1), domestic dog (Canis lupus familiaris; NC_002008.4), and goat (Capra 
hircus; NC_005044.2). We aligned the sequences using ClustalW2 and designed a two-fold 
degenerate forward primer, 12S_425F (5′ – TGT AAA ACG ACG GCC AGT GGG ATT 
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AGA TAC CCY ACT ATG C – 3′), that can be paired with the 12S_9R primer described by 
Humair et al. (2007) (5′ – CAG GAA ACA GCT ATG ACA GAA CAG GCT CCT CTA G – 
3′) to amplify vertebrate DNA without amplifying C. felis DNA. Each primer included an 
M13 tag (shown in italics in primer sequences) to facilitate sequencing (Ivanova et al. 2007). 
When we compared real-time amplification of DNA from three different vertebrate species 
using primers with and without these tags, we found that they behaved similarly, although 
the tagged primers benefited from an increased annealing temperature (data not shown). 
Using the tags allowed us to achieve longer, cleaner sequences, so we used the tagged 
primers for all experiments described here. The target amplicon length was ≈ 175 bp.
DNA Extraction
Before extracting DNA from individual fleas, we removed surface contaminants by soaking 
each flea in 50% bleach (3.08% sodium hypochlorite) and rinsing in calcium- and 
magnesium-free Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS). Each flea was then 
homogenized in 100 μl DPBS using 3-mm glass beads and a Mixer Mill (model MM300, 
Retsch, Hann, Germany) set at 20 beats per second for 10 min. We extracted DNA from the 
homogenate using the QIAamp DNA Micro Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) per the 
manufacturer’s instructions for purification of genomic DNA from small volumes of blood 
and eluted the DNA with 70 μl PCR-grade water (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN). We 
extracted DNA from whole, citrated Rattus norvegicus Wistar Hannover blood 
(Bioreclamation, Westbury, NY) using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) and 
following the standard kit protocol. All DNA was stored at −80°C until PCR analysis.
Real-Time PCR
Each 25-μl real-time reaction contained 12.5 μl iQ SYBR Green Supermix (2X; Bio-Rad 
Laboratories, Hercules, CA), 100 nM forward and reverse primers, and 10 μl DNA template. 
We performed all reactions in an Mx3005P thermal cycler (Stratagene, LA, Jolla, CA). A 5-
min initial denaturation at 95°C was followed by 38 – 40 amplification cycles of 95°C for 30 
s, 61°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 30 s. Bound SYBR Green I fluorescence was measured after 
each amplification cycle. The software set the background fluorescence for all samples at a 
common starting point (baseline correction), then plotted relative fluorescence (dR) versus 
cycle number to generate an amplification plot for each sample. The final amplification 
cycle was immediately followed by a melting analysis cycle during which all products were 
melted at 95°C for 1 min, annealed at 55°C for 30 s, and then subjected to a gradual rise in 
temperature to 95°C. The PCR software collected fluorescence data after each incremental 
temperature increase. The software then plotted the negative first derivative of the raw 
fluorescence data versus temperature to generate a melting peak. A single peak indicates the 
presence of a single PCR product in the corresponding well, and similar amplicons peak at 
similar temperatures (Ririe et al. 1997).
Each real-time run included at least two no-template-control (NTC) wells (water in place of 
template DNA), and control DNA isolated from R. norvegicus whole blood, diluted to 
generate a single stock, and stored at −80°C in single-use aliquots. The R. norvegicus DNA 
served as a positive control and an inter-run calibrator (IRC). We ran the IRC in the same 
position on all plates. After each run, we manually adjusted the threshold value such that the 
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IRC amplification plot crossed the threshold at the same cycle. By keeping the IRC Ct value 
constant, we ensured equivalent threshold settings across runs. After we set the threshold, 
the software determined a Ct value for each sample.
We ran all samples, including the IRC, in duplicate. Following each run, we examined the 
results to ensure that replicates had similar Ct values and melting peaks. The software 
calculated a collective Ct value from each pair of replicates by averaging the fluorescence of 
both replicate wells at every cycle to generate a common amplification plot for the sample. 
We considered a sample positive at a given Ct cutoff value if the collective Ct value was less 
than or equal to the cutoff, at least one replicate crossed the threshold below the cutoff and 
the second replicate crossed no > 2 cycles above the cutoff. We repeated any sample with 
dissimilar replicates. If a sample repeatedly yielded inconsistent replicates, or if a sample 
repeatedly generated melting curves with multiple peaks, we concluded that the assay could 
not reliably detect a bloodmeal in that sample.
Sequencing
Following PCR, all amplicons were stored promptly at 4°C or −20°C. We chose a single 
replicate from each positive sample for sequencing and purified the amplicon using the 
QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). We eluted the purified product with 20 μl 
nuclease-free H2O and estimated its concentration using a NanoDrop 2000 
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA). Purified products were used 
immediately or stored at −20°C until sequencing. We prepared forward and reverse 
sequencing reactions for each sample. Each 20-μl sequencing reaction contained ≈ 6 ng 
purified amplicon, 6.6 pmol M13 forward or reverse sequencing primer (Ivanova et al. 
2007), and 8.0 μl BigDye Terminator v3.1 Ready Reaction Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster 
City, CA). Cycle sequencing comprised a 1 min denaturation at 96°C followed by 25 cycles 
of 96°C for 10 s, 50°C for 5 s, and 60°C for 4 min. We used the BigDye Xterminator Kit 
(Applied Biosystems) to remove unincorporated dyes before analyzing the samples on an 
ABI 3130XL genetic analyzer. Using Lasergene software (DNASTAR, Inc., Madison, WI), 
we analyzed forward and reverse sequence traces and assembled a single sequence for each 
sample. We then manually removed the primer sequences from either end of the sequence 
and identified the source of the DNA using Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) to 
find matching mitochondrial sequences in the nucleotide collection database.
To minimize the risk of cross-contamination, we conducted DNA isolation, PCR set-up, and 
amplicon processing in three separate rooms. We used certified DNA-free pipet tips and 
tubes for DNA isolation and PCR set-up. All surfaces and equipment were treated with 
0.62– 0.99% sodium hypochlorite or DNA Away (Molecular BioProducts, San Diego, CA) 
and rinsed with 70% reagent alcohol (Ricca Chemical Company, Arlington, TX) before and 
after use.
Establishing Ct Cutoff Value
Blood—We established a Ct cutoff value using rat and human blood because the assay was 
developed to assess the proportion of vertebrate C. felis bloodmeals taken from humans and 
the proportion taken from small mammals that might serve as a source of Y. pestis infection 
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in the West Nile region of Uganda. The black rat (R. rattus) is the predominant small 
mammal species in human habitations in this region, is highly susceptible to Y. pestis, and 
develops the very high bacterial burden required to infect feeding fleas (Pollitzer 1954, 
Lorange et al. 2005, Borchert et al. 2007, Amatre et al. 2009, Tollenaere et al. 2010). We 
selected R. norvegicus as our rat blood source for this experiment because it is commercially 
available and the complete R. norvegicus 12S sequence is available from the GenBank 
database. We determined that the R. norvegicus sequence flanked by our primers differs 
from the R. rattus sequence by only three nucleotides. Therefore, we concluded that R. 
norvegicus blood could serve as a reasonable proxy for R. rattus blood.
Fleas—To determine the assay’s sensitivity and specificity at different Ct cutoff values, we 
used Xenopsylla cheopis Rothschild reared in colonies maintained by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention Division of Vector-Borne Diseases (Fort Collins, CO). We 
starved adult fleas for 6 d before offering them a bloodmeal using artificial feeders 
containing citrated whole blood that had been collected 2 d earlier from either human or rat 
(Bioreclamation). The artificial feeding system was developed previously for transmission 
studies using Y. pestis-infected blood (Eisen et al. 2006, 2007, 2008a, c; Wilder et al. 2008). 
Blood was added to a glass reservoir to which a shaved mouse skin had been secured. Fleas 
were placed in a 50-ml syringe barrel secured to the other side of the membrane. A plunger 
was then inserted into the barrel, forcing the fleas to within a few centimeters of the 
membrane. The feeder was suspended with the membrane facing down, and water 
circulating through a jacket around the reservoir kept the blood at 37°C. After 1 h, fleas 
were removed from the feeders, immobilized by chilling on ice and examined by light 
microscopy for the presence of an obvious red bloodmeal in the proventriculus or midgut. 
We stored fed fleas alive for 24 h in flasks containing filter paper at 23°C and ~85% relative 
humidity (RH). We then transferred all surviving fed fleas to petri dishes containing the 
solution used to trap off-host fleas in our field studies: 2% NaCl with two drops per liter 
Tween 80. The fleas died in the trap solution, and we transferred them by hand to 95% 
ethanol. Because fleas are usually removed from traps in Uganda by hand without wearing 
gloves, we used the same method in this experiment so that our results would reflect any 
impact this might have on vertebrate DNA detection using our assay. We then stored 
individual fleas in tubes of 95% ethanol at −20°C until DNA isolation.
Unfed X. cheopis were collected by sifting pupae from the colony medium and holding the 
pupae in a conical tube for 2 wk. We then shook the tube gently to encourage emergence 
and harvested teneral fleas by vacuum aspiration. We transferred the fleas to trap solution 
and processed them using the same method described above for fed fleas.
Calculating Optimal Ct Cutoff Value—We established a Ct cutoff value for our real-
time assay using a modification of the “epidemiological approach” described by Caraguel et 
al. (2011). We expected DNA isolated from fed fleas to contain either human or rat DNA 
and DNA isolated from unfed fleas to be negative for vertebrate DNA. Using the real-time 
protocol described above with 40 amplification cycles, we tested each sample in duplicate 
and recorded either its collective Ct value or that it had no detectable blood-meal. To ensure 
that any differences between real-time runs would similarly affect all sample types, each run 
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included rat blood-fed flea DNA, human blood-fed flea DNA, unfed flea DNA, and NTCs. 
We then determined whether each human and rat blood-fed flea would be classified as 
having a detectable blood-meal at each Ct cutoff value between 34 and 40 cycles. From this 
we calculated assay sensitivity (the percentage of blood-fed fleas with a detectable blood-
meal) at each Ct cutoff value. We followed the same procedure using the unfed flea data to 
determine assay specificity (the percentage of negative samples in which we could not detect 
vertebrate DNA). We sequenced amplicons from all false-positive samples to identify the 
source of contaminating vertebrate DNA. We then calculated the positive predictive value 
(PPV, the percentage of samples with detectable rat DNA that came from rat blood-fed fleas 
and the percentage of samples with detectable human DNA that came from human blood-fed 
fleas) at each Ct cutoff value. We used these calculations to identify the Ct cutoff value that 
maximized PPV. That is, we selected the Ct cutoff that maximized the chances that a flea 
that tested positive for rat or human DNA had actually consumed a rat or human bloodmeal, 
respectively. We sequenced all samples with a Ct value below that cutoff to verify that we 
had amplified the expected sequence from human and rat blood-fed fleas.
Determining Real-Time Assay Linear Dynamic Range, Limit of Detection, and 
Variability—To verify that the established Ct cutoff fell within the dynamic range over 
which the real-time reaction is linear, we diluted R. norvegicus DNA 10-fold over six logs 
and ran five replicates of each dilution. We defined the limit of detection (LOD) for our 
assay as the lowest serial concentration at which all five replicates crossed the threshold 
before cycle 40 (Caraguel et al. 2011). We defined linear dynamic range (LDR) as the range 
of concentrations (highest to LOD) over which data from all replicates could be fit to a 
standard curve plot with an R2 ≥ 0.985. We analyzed intra-assay variation by calculating the 
standard deviation of Ct values at each concentration within the LDR (Bustin et al. 2009).
Assessing Assay Sensitivity to Bloodmeal DNA Over Time—To determine the 
effect of C. felis digestion on assay sensitivity over time, we allowed unfed, colony-reared 
C. felis (Heska Corporation, Loveland, CO) to feed on 1-d-old, citrated human, rat, or goat 
blood (Bioreclamation) using artificial feeders. We included goat blood in this analysis 
because a previous survey found that this domesticated species was present in or around 
>75% of huts in the West Nile region of Uganda (Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, unpublished data), and others have reported that C. felis readily infests goats 
(Fagbemi 1982, Kaal et al. 2006). Given that field-collected fleas from Uganda were likely 
to have fed on this domesticated species, we sought to determine if the assay showed similar 
sensitivity to goat, human, and rat blood in artificially fed cat fleas. Fed fleas were identified 
by light microscopy and held alive as described above. Surviving fleas were collected by 
vacuum aspiration and stored at −20°C in 95% ethanol at seven time points postfeed: 2, 4, 
12, 24, 48, 72, and 98 h. We chose 98 h as the cutoff because C. felis generally die within 4 
d of leaving their host (Dryden 1989). We tested each flea using our real-time assay with 38 
amplification cycles, and a sample was considered positive only if it had a collective Ct 
value ≤36. Each real-time run included an IRC, NTCs, and negative control DNA from 
unfed C. felis. Amplicons from all positive samples were sequenced to verify that we had 
amplified the correct vertebrate DNA (human, rat, or goat). We compared the percentage of 
positive samples between time points for each blood type and between blood types for each 
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time point using contingency table analysis and Fisher Exact tests, with a P < 0.05 
indicating statistical significance. We conducted all statistical comparisons using JMP 
statistical software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
Results
Ct Cutoff Value
We isolated DNA from individual, artificially fed X. cheopis collected 24 h postfeed (n = 50 
rat blood-fed and 50 human blood-fed fleas), and from unfed X. cheopis adults (n = 50). 
Using our real-time assay, we determined the Ct value for each sample. The DNA samples 
from 5 (10%) of the human blood-fed fleas, 6 (12%) of the rat blood-fed fleas, and 44 (88%) 
of the unfed fleas had a Ct value >40 or repeatedly yielded dissimilar replicates. Two 
additional rat blood-fed flea samples (4%) repeatedly yielded melting curves with multiple 
peaks. We classified all of these samples as having no detectable bloodmeal at any Ct cutoff 
value. All other samples were considered positive at a given Ct cutoff value if both 
replicates amplified no >2 cycles above the cutoff and had a collective Ct value less than or 
equal to the cutoff. Sensitivity to vertebrate DNA in rat blood-fed fleas and human blood-fed 
fleas decreased from 84 to 68% and from 90 to 20%, respectively, as we decreased the Ct 
cutoff from 40 to 34 (Table 1). Assay specificity (the proportion of unfed fleas correctly 
identified as having no detectable vertebrate blood-meal), increased by 8%, from 88 to 96%, 
over the same range (Table 1). Via sequencing, we identified the DNA in all six false-
positive samples (unfed flea isolates with detectable vertebrate DNA) as human. Because 
none of the false positives was identified as R. norvegicus DNA, the effective PPV of a 
sample identified as rat-fed was 100% regardless of the Ct cutoff value (100% of fleas 
identified as rat blood-fed were rat-blood fed; Table 1). Therefore, we focused on the PPV 
associated with samples containing human DNA. Specifically, we calculated the PPV 
associated with human blood-fed versus unfed fleas (the percentage of samples in which the 
assay detected human DNA that came from human blood-fed fleas). The maximum PPV 
occurs at a Ct cutoff value of 36 (Table 1). Using this cutoff value, our assay is 94% 
specific; we expect a 6% false positive rate.
Using a Ct cutoff value of 36, we did not detect a significant difference between the 
percentage of rat blood-fed fleas with detectable rat DNA (74.0%) and the percentage of 
human blood-fed fleas with detectable human DNA (64.0%; Fisher Exact, P = 0.39). This 
indicates that, using this cutoff, the assay is no more or less sensitive to rat DNA than to 
human DNA in artificially fed X. cheopis collected 24 h after feeding. We sequenced 
amplicons from all of our positive samples with a collective Ct value ≤ 36. Amplicon 
sequences from all positive samples isolated from human blood-fed fleas were most similar 
to the expected region of human 12S rDNA. Likewise, amplicon sequences from all positive 
samples isolated from rat blood-fed fleas were most similar to the expected region of R. 
norvegicus 12S rDNA.
We included a total of 110 NTCs in our real-time runs. Using a Ct cutoff value of 40, our 
assay yielded 52 (52.7%) false positives (Table 1). Only one NTC well had a Ct value ≤ 36, 
however, and repeated attempts to sequence the amplicon failed. Therefore, we classified 
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this NTC as containing no detectable vertebrate DNA. Thus, using a Ct cutoff value of 36, 
100% of our NTCs were effectively negative (Table 1).
Linear Dynamic Range, Limit of Detection, and Variability
Using 10-fold dilutions of R. norvegicus DNA, we established 100 fg as the LOD for our 
real-time assay. The corresponding collective Ct value was 36.43. The highest concentration 
we tested had a collective Ct value of 21.73. All replicates between 100 fg and 1 ng could be 
fit to a linear standard curve plot (R2 = 0.990). Thus, the Ct cutoff value we selected, 36, 
falls within the assay’s LDR (21.73 ≤ Ct ≤ 36.43). As is typical in real-time assays, intra-
assay variation increased as DNA concentration decreased (Bustin 2009). At the highest 
concentration tested, Ct standard deviation over five replicates was 0.09. At the limit of 
detection, the standard deviation for Ct variance over five replicates was 1.19.
Assay Sensitivity to Bloodmeal DNA Over Time
To determine the effect of digestion on assay sensitivity in C. felis, we artificially fed C. felis 
either human, rat (R. norvegicus), or goat blood and collected a subset of fed fleas at each of 
seven time points. We considered a sample positive for vertebrate DNA only if it yielded 
similar replicates with a collective Ct value ≤ 36. Amplicon sequences from all positive 
samples isolated from human blood-fed fleas were most similar to the expected region of 
human 12S rDNA. One rat blood-fed flea collected 98 h after feeding and one goat blood-
fed flea collected 72 h after feeding also tested positive for human DNA. All other amplicon 
sequences from positive rat and goat blood-fed fleas were most similar to the expected 
region of R. norvegicus and C. hircus 12S rDNA, respectively.
We determined the percentage of fed fleas in which the assay detected and correctly 
identified a blood-meal at each time point. The results are summarized in Fig. 1. Based on 
pair-wise comparisons of each blood type, we did not detect a significant difference between 
the proportion of human blood-fed, rat blood-fed, and goat blood-fed fleas with an 
identifiable bloodmeal overall or at any single time point (two-tailed Fisher Exact, P ≥ 0.09). 
As expected, detection of all blood types decreased over time. Comparing detection at the 
first time point (2 h postfeeding; 100% detection) to detection at each subsequent time point 
for each blood type, we found a significant decrease in the percentage of fleas with a 
detectable human bloodmeal beginning at 24 h (one-tailed Fisher Exact, P = 0.04), and a 
significant decrease in the percentage of fleas with a detectable rat or goat bloodmeal 
beginning at 48 h (one-tailed Fisher Exact, P ≤0.02). We detected human, rat, and goat DNA 
in fed fleas out to 72 h. We detected human DNA in a single human blood-fed flea and in 
four goat blood-fed fleas at 98 h. We did not detect rat DNA in any of the rat blood-fed fleas 
at this final time point, but there was not a significant difference between the proportion of 
human, rat, and goat-blood-fed fleas with an identifiable bloodmeal at 98 h postfeeding 
(two-tailed Fisher Exact, P ≥0.09).
Discussion
Since the precipitin test was first adapted almost a century ago to identify bloodmeals in 
vectors of malaria parasites, researchers have recognized vector feeding habits as a key 
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factor in vector-borne disease transmission dynamics and bloodmeal assays as a powerful 
tool to help elucidate those feeding habits (King and Bull 1923). Since then, researchers 
have developed and refined a range of serologic and molecular tools to improve bloodmeal 
assay sensitivity and specificity. Here we describe an assay that combines real-time PCR 
using SYBR Green I detection and sequencing to identify vertebrate bloodmeals in fleas. 
This method takes advantage of the sensitivity afforded by real-time PCR to overcome some 
of the challenges inherent in detecting tiny, often degraded bloodmeals in vectors. Because 
real-time assays that detect vertebrate DNA are highly sensitive to human DNA 
contamination, we analyzed detection in artificially fed and unfed fleas to establish a Ct 
cutoff that optimized specificity without completely sacrificing sensitivity. Our assay uses 
sequencing to allow for specific identification of a wide range of vertebrate bloodmeal 
sources; it can be used to differentiate vertebrate bloodmeals to the genus or species level 
without a priori knowledge of the host community.
One of the primary challenges in developing a molecular bloodmeal assay is achieving 
sufficient sensitivity to detect DNA in tiny bloodmeals, often from species with enucleated 
erythrocytes (Kent 2009). Franklin et al. (2010) used species-specific primers in a 
conventional PCR assay to detect rodent DNA in field-collected fleas. Though they only 
tested fleas with a visible bloodmeal in the abdomen, they did not detect a vertebrate 
bloodmeal in any of 230 off-host fleas. This suggests that bloodmeal identification in fleas 
collected off of hosts may demand a more sensitive detection method than conventional 
PCR, perhaps because some flea species take relatively small bloodmeals. While some 
studies have found that there is no association between bloodmeal size and the rate of DNA 
amplification (Ali Oshaghi et al. 2006), Mota et al. (2007) reported that the amount of blood 
consumed was the principle limiting factor for amplification of triatomine bloodmeal DNA 
by PCR. Haouas et al. (2007) also suggested that the difficulty in detecting bloodmeals in 
sand flies may stem, in part, from their tiny size (0.5–1 μl). Flea bloodmeal size varies 
within and between species. C. felis tend to feed frequently, and actively reproducing 
females can consume an average of 13.6 μl per day when allowed to feed on a cat for 48 h 
(Dryden and Gaafar 1991). It is not clear, however, exactly how much blood the C. felis gut 
contains at any given point. Adult fleas, particularly C. felis, begin to defecate soon after 
they begin feeding, and they excrete large amounts of fecal material (Dryden and Gaafar 
1991, Silverman and Appel 1994). Adult cat flea feces is an essential component of the 
larval flea diet, and studies of the protein content in adult cat flea feces suggest that adult 
fleas may digest blood less completely than other hematophagous arthropods to excrete 
more nutrients for larval development (Hinkle et al. 1991, Silverman and Appel 1994). 
Digestion may therefore have less impact on the ability to detect a bloodmeal in fleas 
(particularly C. felis) than in some other hematophagous arthropods, but fleas may also 
excrete many components of the bloodmeal (including DNA) more quickly than other 
vectors.
To optimize assay sensitivity, we used SYBR Green-I-based real-time PCR. Given that real-
time PCR is exquisitely sensitive to contamination, however, we recognized the potential for 
our assay to yield false positive results, particularly because it detects human DNA. Forensic 
and anthropological studies highlight the risk of detecting contaminating human DNA when 
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using highly sensitive molecular techniques to amplify DNA from tiny or degraded samples 
(von Wurmb–Schwark et al. 2008, Deguilloux et al. 2011). We took measures to eliminate 
contamination, and we sought to establish a Ct cutoff value for our real-time assay that 
would maximize specificity (minimize false positives) without completely compromising 
sensitivity. To this end, we conducted a laboratory study to determine the Ct cutoff value 
that would maximize PPV. We identified 36 as the Ct cutoff value below which real-time 
amplification of DNA isolated from a flea is most likely to indicate the presence of DNA 
from a bloodmeal (as opposed to contaminating human DNA). Significantly, selection of a 
Ct cutoff value based on maximum PPV is not prevalence dependent (Caraguel et al. 2011). 
Therefore, 36 should be an appropriate Ct cutoff regardless of the actual proportion of field-
collected fleas that contain a detectable vertebrate bloodmeal.
Ideally, we would have established the Ct cutoff using field-collected fleas from our target 
population, but this was not possible given that we were unable to verify the true status (fed 
vs. unfed) of our field-collected fleas from Uganda. Available flea samples were stored in 
ethanol and developed cloudy, gray midguts. This made it impossible to reliably distinguish 
blood-fed from unfed specimens via microscopy. One limitation associated with using a 
laboratory experiment to establish an appropriate Ct cutoff value is that it does not account 
for possible contamination associated with phoretic hosts. It is possible that skin cells from 
such a host might contaminate the exoskeleton. We tried to mitigate the effects of external 
contamination by soaking each flea in 50% bleach before the DNA isolation process. 
Previous studies showed that treatment with bleach eliminated surface contamination from 
maggots (Linville and Wells 2002) and ancient bones (Kemp and Smith 2005) without 
compromising subsequent amplification of DNA from the crop contents or bone, 
respectively. Notably, we did not identify mouse DNA in any of the fleas we tested, though 
all fleas that received an artificial bloodmeal for this experiment fed through mouse 
membranes, and the colony-reared X. cheopis used to determine an appropriate Ct cutoff 
value had been maintained on live mice. Four of the rat blood-fed X. cheopis were classified 
as having an “undetectable bloodmeal” because melting peak analysis of the real-time 
results indicated the presence of contaminants, which may have included mouse DNA, in 
some or all of the replicate wells, but such samples were rare. We suspect that we continued 
to observe human DNA contamination in our bleach-treated samples because human DNA 
is ubiquitous in the lab and may be inadvertently introduced during the DNA isolation or 
PCR set-up (Urban et al. 2000). Ultimately, however, we cannot rule out the possibility of 
detecting contaminating DNA from phoretic hosts using this assay.
Using a Ct cutoff of 36, we detected contaminating human DNA in 6% of our unfed X. 
cheopis. Care must therefore be taken when interpreting the results from field-collected fleas 
that test positive for human DNA using this assay. Notably, we did not detect human DNA 
in any of the rat blood-fed X. cheopis with a Ct value less than or equal to 36, although the 
four rat blood-fed X. cheopis classified as having an undetectable bloodmeal because 
melting peak analysis indicated the presence of contaminants may have contained human 
DNA. Only one of the 70 rat blood-fed and one of the 70 goat blood-fed C. felis we tested in 
the time-course experiment were misclassified as positive for human DNA. We conclude 
that most false positives are likely to result from detecting contaminating human DNA in 
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unfed fleas. Therefore, it should be possible to reduce the number of false positives by only 
testing vectors known to have taken a bloodmeal.
Having established a Ct cutoff of 36, we tested the assay’s ability to detect rat, human, and 
goat DNA in artificially fed C. felis out to 98 h postfeeding. Our assay accurately classified 
all blood-fed fleas held up to 4 h after feeding as positive for vertebrate DNA. As expected, 
our ability to detect human, rat, and goat DNA was inversely related to how long the fleas 
were held alive after feeding. Numerous studies in a variety of vectors have found a similar 
decline in sensitivity as the age of the bloodmeal increases (Mukabana et al. 2002b, Pichon 
et al. 2003, Steuber et al. 2005, Ali Oshaghi et al. 2006, Van den Hurk et al. 2007). It should 
be noted that because we used an artificial feedings system, assay sensitivity to host DNA in 
fleas fed under natural conditions might differ. Using an artificial feeding system, however, 
allowed us to examine sensitivity to different blood types ingested under similar conditions. 
Because our aim was to develop an assay that would allow us to accurately determine the 
proportion of bloodmeals from humans and small mammals in field-collected C. felis, we 
sought to achieve similar sensitivity to blood from different species. Indeed, we did not 
detect significant differences between the assay’s ability to detect rat, human, and goat blood 
at any time point. Using a Ct cutoff of 36, we also found no significant difference between 
the assay’s ability to detect vertebrate DNA in rat blood-fed versus human blood-fed X. 
cheopis held for 24 h after feeding.
Given that we only tested fleas that had fed on blood from three species, we cannot conclude 
that the assay has similar sensitivity to blood from all vertebrate species. It might, for 
example, be more sensitive to avian species that, unlike mammals, have nucleated 
erythrocytes (Lee et al. 2002). In addition, we found a significant decrease in detection 
beginning at 24 h postfeed for human blood-fed fleas, while detection in rat and goat blood-
fed fleas did not decrease significantly until 48 h postfeed. This may indicate that C. felis 
excretes or digests rat blood more slowly than human and goat blood, at least under our 
laboratory conditions. Other studies have demonstrated that host species can have a 
significant effect on the rate of blood digestion in fleas (Krasnov et al. 2003, 2007), and a 
difference in digestion rate might explain the impact of blood type on the ability of fleas to 
maintain a Y. pestis infection (Eisen et al. 2008b). Given these caveats, care must be taken 
when extrapolating flea feeding behavior based on the proportion of detected bloodmeals 
taken from any given species. Our results strongly suggest, however, that our assay is 
sufficiently sensitive to detect and accurately identify vertebrate DNA in fleas that have 
taken a recent bloodmeal from a rat, human or goat. This will allow us to confidently 
determine if a proportion of field-collected C. felis have fed on R. rattus or other small 
mammals that might serve as a source of Y. pestis infection and if this flea species might 
therefore serve as a bridging vector to humans in the West Nile region of Uganda.
We acknowledge several additional limitations associated with this type of assay. This 
method requires specialized equipment that may not be available in laboratories in 
developing countries. In addition, the actual Ct value associated with any sample is likely to 
vary based on the specific real-time equipment and reagents used as well as on the calibrator 
used to set the threshold for each run. Any lab wishing to use this assay would therefore 
have to conduct its own experiment to set an appropriate Ct cutoff value. Because storage 
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conditions can impact the efficiency of blood-meal detection (Coulson et al. 1990, Chow–
Shaffer et al. 2000), other laboratories would also need to consider storage conditions when 
adapting this assay. Other studies describing PCR-based bloodmeal identification have used 
frozen (Kirstein and Gray 1996, Ngo and Kramer 2003, Van den Hurk et al. 2007) or dried 
(Kent and Norris 2005, Steuber et al. 2005) samples, or samples stored in ethanol (Haouas et 
al. 2007, Bartsch et al. 2009, Allan et al. 2010). Linville et al. (2004) compared eight 
preservation conditions and reported successful amplification of mitochondrial DNA from 
the crop contents of maggots stored up to 6 mo at −70°C or in ethanol (70 or 95%), although 
efforts to amplify nuclear DNA indicated that there is some initial decline in DNA quality 
when samples are stored in ethanol. Others have reported successful amplification of host 
DNA from bloodmeals preserved by squashing mosquito abdomens on filter paper and then 
storing the paper dry or in lysis buffer at room temperature (Chow–Shaffer et al. 2000). We 
elected to assess assay sensitivity and specificity using fleas that had been stored in ethanol 
because this method is feasible under field conditions, even in remote areas where it is often 
impossible to keep samples frozen. Given that this method may results in some initial 
decline in DNA quality (Linville et al. 2004), the assay might be more sensitive to host 
DNA in frozen samples. Ethanol preservation also allows for subsequent arthropod 
identification based on morphological features. Laboratories that identify arthropods using 
molecular means, however, might consider assessing assay performance using dried 
bloodmeals on filter paper.
Unlike a probe-based real-time assay, the method described here requires postreaction 
processing, and it does not allow for rapid identification of mixed bloodmeals. Woods et al. 
(2009) described a probe-based real-time assay that was successfully used to identify 
bloodmeals in artificially fed fleas and in pools of field-collected fleas from the Democratic 
Republic of Congo. This probe-based assay showed similar sensitivity to bloodmeals in 
artificially fed fleas at 1 and 5 h postfeeding (compared with 2 and 4 h postfeeding using the 
universal assay). The probe-based assay was more sensitive than our universal assay at 24, 
48, and 72 h (two-tailed Fisher Exact, P ≤ 0.02). It should be noted, however, that artificially 
fed fleas tested using the probe-based assay were stored frozen rather than in ethanol. As 
noted above, storage in ethanol may negatively impact assay sensitivity, but it is a more 
realistic storage method for field-collected samples. The probe-based assay was also highly 
specific; the only DNA the assay detected in artificially fed fleas was from the experimental 
blood source, and it did not detect DNA in mouse-fed fleas. Assay validation did not include 
testing unfed fleas, however, so it is not known whether the probe-based assay may have 
detected contaminating human DNA in a proportion of unfed samples.
Overall, such a probe-based real-time PCR assay has some advantages in situations where it 
is possible to predict potential bloodmeal sources, although there was some variation in the 
sensitivity of different primer-probe sets. The assay was significantly less likely to detect 
dog DNA than human DNA, for example, in artificially fed fleas at 24, 48, and 60 h 
postfeeding (two-tailed Fisher Exact, ≤ 0.02). In addition, a stated weakness of the assay 
was that given that a flea did not contain an identifiable bloodmeal, the bloodmeal might be 
absent, degraded, or the flea might have fed on a species not include in the test panels. 
Mastomys natalensis, which has been implicated as a potentially important source of Y. 
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pestis infection in the West Nile region and other parts of East Africa (Gratz 1999, Borchert 
et al. 2007, Eisen et al. 2008c), was absent from the panels. When using a probe-based 
assay, it is necessary to run a separate real-time reaction using each panel for each sample, 
so increasing the number of panels to include additional species would increase the amount 
of time and reagent required for processing. Adding an additional species to a multiplexed 
panel can compromise assay sensitivity or result in the formation of nonspecific products 
(Gunson et al. 2008). Our SYBR Green real-time PCR-based assay has the advantage that 
each sample must be run with only one primer set. More importantly, it allows us to be more 
confident that we will not miss potentially important host species that are not included in the 
panel. Thus, it enables us to conclude with more confidence that if we detect DNA from a 
particular species in a very small proportion of field-collected fleas containing detectable 
vertebrate DNA, the fleas in that population rarely feed on that species.
Despite its limitations, the assay described here will be useful for studies of flea-feeding 
behavior and plague ecology in the West Nile region of Uganda. With appropriate 
modifications, this assay could also be applied to research of other vector-borne diseases. 
Emerging zoonotic infectious diseases with a wildlife origin represent a significant and 
growing threat to global health (Jones et al. 2008). As vector-borne zoonotic diseases 
emerge and reemerge, they are most likely to originate in “hotspots” like tropical Africa, 
Latin America, and Asia, precisely those regions where surveillance efforts are relatively 
weak (Jones et al. 2008). Control of these diseases will require identification and 
understanding of potential reservoir hosts and bridging vectors in regions where surveillance 
data may be absent or out of date. An assay combining real-time PCR with sequencing is 
sensitive enough to detect tiny, partially digested bloodmeals, specific enough to identify the 
bloodmeal source to genus or species, and does not rely on a priori knowledge of host 
communities. This type of assay may therefore be particularly useful for investigating 
disease dynamics in the regions at greatest risk.
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